AC Chat Room - Thick Whois - 10 May 2016

Fabien Betremieux: (5/10/2016 20:56) Good morning, good afternoon, good evening everyone. Welcome to our meeting of the Thick Whois IRT on Tuesday 10 May 2016
  steve metalitz: (21:09) No document is visible on screen.  
  steve metalitz: (21:11) thanks, visible now.
  Fabien Betremieux: (21:11) @Steve: Thank you for your confirmation
  Fabien Betremieux: (21:13) I am having trouble with the document
  Fabien Betremieux: (21:13) please bear with me
  Fabien Betremieux: (21:14) This should be visible now
  Roger Carney: (21:15) I am not seeing doc
  Theo Geurts: (21:15) ditto
  Marc Anderson: (21:15) I can see it
  Theo Geurts: (21:15) lol
  Sara Bockey: (21:15) can't see it either
  Sara Bockey: (21:16) Not yet
  Jody Kolker: (21:16) I cannot see it.
  Marc Anderson: (21:16) I can still see it fine
  Amr Elsadr: (21:16) I can see it now, but couldn't see the document earlier.
  Jody Kolker: (21:16) i still can't see it.
  Sara Bockey: (21:16) just a gray screen
  Sara Bockey: (21:17) Yay!
  Jody Kolker: (21:17) i can see it.
  Roger Carney: (21:18) Agree on contact id
  Theo Geurts: (21:19) ditto
  Amr Elsadr: (21:21) Symbols in their names?
  Amr Elsadr: (21:21) @Theo: Curious about examples of the symbols.
  Sara Bockey: (21:22) Like the guy formally known as Prince?
  Amr Elsadr: (21:22) :)
  Theo Geurts: (21:23) Amr, i want to make sure our registrants from the middle east and china/asia now have entered their names in their native language
  Theo Geurts: (21:23) certain registries do not support thatg
  Amr Elsadr: (21:23) Ah..., got it. Thanks.
  Sara Bockey: (21:24) but isn't ability for non-ASCII part of the T&T?
  Sara Bockey: (21:24) albeit not part of this list
  Roger Carney: (21:24) +1 Marc
  Amr Elsadr: (21:25) @Sara: Not exactly as I understand it. The recs of T&T should be implemented when non-ASCII registration becomes available.
  Theo Geurts: (21:25) yes Sara, i am still making sure though ;)
  Amr Elsadr: (21:25) But non-ASCII does not become available as a result of T&T..., if that makes sense. :)
  Sara Bockey: (21:25) @Amr. Gotcha, thanks. It's been awhile since reviewing that material
  Jody Kolker: (21:30) go ahead to theo
  Jody Kolker: (21:30) be right with you.
  Roger Carney: (21:41) +1 Fabien
  Marc Anderson: (21:58) I plan on responding by the deadline tomorrow.
  Marc Anderson: (22:02) thank you
  Amr Elsadr: (22:02) Thanks all. Bye.
  Roger Carney: (22:02) Thanks!!

